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  ABSTRACT 
 A computer technology for creating a painterly image from a still image is called 
non-photorealistic rendering. Creating painterly images is one of the most creative 
processes for human beings. The computer has been functioning as a canvas and 
pigment simulators. However, it is difficult for the computer to enhance userʼs 
creativity. 
 We propose a framework to enhance the userʼs creativity when the user creates a 
painterly image. In our system, the user selects regions of this painterly image 
where he would like to improve the quality of painterly image. Then our system 
suggests several images by using various combinations of rendering parameters. 
These suggestions give the user an inspiration. As a result, the system enhances the 
userʼs creativity. We define creativity as creating a painting that the user cannot 
imagine by using the computer. 
 However, such a system does not efficiently enhance creativity if it only suggests 
images at random. To enhance creativity, suggestions should include notions of 
unpredictability and controllability. We define a perceptual distance in painterly 
parameter space (e.g., stroke position, size, and color). The perceptual distance is 
a metric representing how much the appearances between two painterly images 
changed. Our system suggests randomly selected (unpredictability) painterly 
images with gradual visual changes (controllability) using the perceptual distance. 
By observing such suggested painterly images, as a result, the user would be 
enhanced his creativity. We conduct several experiments to show an effectiveness 
of our system and confirm accuracy of the perceptual distance. 
For enhancing creativity, we propose a method that makes efficient suggestions 
with unpredictability and controllability in a suggestive interface, ordering NPR 
images perceptually. We also propose a painting workflow exploiting a suggestive 
interface to satisfy the user's preference. The user selects a base image and then 
interactively and iteratively improves on it by selecting regions and replacing them 
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Human beings have been creating painting images since about 15,000 years ago. 
The Cro-Magnonʼs murals depicting cattle and horses have been remaining in the 
Lascaux cave in France (Figure 1). Many kinds of paintings, such as religious 
paintings, landscape paintings, portraits, etc., have been painted by many people. 
Painting techniques have been developed by artistʼs genius and continuous efforts 
to improve the qualities of paintings. 
Computer graphics [34] [52] (CG) is an innovative area to produce images by 
using computers. Early CG research focused on geometry and photorealistic 
rendering. 
In the beginning of 1990ʼs, these papers were published [24] [26] [61] , and 
pioneered a new research field for creating images like paintings. This research field 
is called Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [21] [68]. Haeberil [24] proposed a 
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method for creating a painting with distributed brushes. Saito and Takahashi [61] 
proposed a method that produced images with enhanced visual comprehensibility 
using geometric buffers (G-buffer). 
NPR has been developing various kinds of computer-based rendering techniques 
to generate images inspired by artistic media, styles, and techniques. Two types of 
approaches have been developed to support NPR. 
 In one approach, tools have been developed to simulate how devices affect 
media. They include brushes, palettes, canvases, erasers, pigments, etc. All tools 
imitate and enhance what an artist uses to create own work. For instance, Curtis et 
al. [16] proposed a painting system based on watercolor ink simulation, and several 
kinds of commercial painting software have been released such as Adobe Photoshop 
[2] and Affinity Designer [65].  
In the other approach, various kinds of image processing techniques are applied 
to a photo in order to produce painterly rendered images. They include gradients, 
edge detectors, resampling, and color transformations. For instance, Bousseau et 
al. [7] proposed a real-time method for generating watercolor images using various 
image processing techniques. 
Hybrid methods have been also developed to use the former on the latter, where 
the tools are interactively applied to the photo. Either way, the computer acts as a 
tool to support the user's actions. 
Traditionally, many artists have developed their own media, styles, and 
techniques. Producing a painting is a creative process. The computer has been 
functioning as a canvas and pigment simulators. We can argue that although NPR 
tools can much simplify painting tasks, they are not truly aimed at enhancing user 
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creativity. In this thesis, we propose and develop a prototype system that lets the 
computer provide more creative assistance to the user, without as much relying on 
his artistic skills or his understanding of NPR parametric space. Creativity can take 
several forms. Here, we consider that it emerges from the user iteratively defining 
a region and replacing it by his choice of an image among suggested generated 
images, sampled through a potentially large parametric space of NPR methods and 
parameters. 
 
Figure 1. The Lascaux cave painting [71]. 
 
Figure 2. Traditionally, the computer was the canvas for the painter. We change the 
role of the computer in painterly rendering. Illustrations of the computer and 
painter are created by Irasutoya [36]. 
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1.2 Our Approach 
Our strategy has therefore been to let the computer inspire the user through 
suggestions (Figure 3). This is similar in essence to the original work of Sims [67], 
followed by the Design Gallery approach [51] (we call it a suggestive interface). 
Both methods let the user navigate through a complex parameter space by 
interactively picking a favorite image in a set of suggested images, and refining the 
process by suggesting new images parametrically closer to the previous choice. 
However, such a system does not efficiently enhance creativity if it only suggests 
images at random or very similar to each other. To enhance creativity, suggestions 
should include notions of unpredictability and controllability [13]. Through a 
mapping of image perceptual distance in painterly parameter space, our 
suggestions are ordered by distance, where perceptually nearby images allow for 
controllability and refinement, while further images allow for unpredictability and 
exploration. As we have observed in our development, the fine-grain order is not as 
critical as much as the global order, or ordered sets, with nearby images vs. semi-
distant images vs. distant images. 
We propose a complete workflow in the form of a prototype system for generating 
a painterly image with a suggestive interface. Starting from a photo, the user selects 
a draft amongst many suggested painterly images. Next, he selects a region by 
painting over it, and refines its associated details of the painterly image by choosing 
one generated image from the ones suggested by the system. Iterating over this 
process, the user converges to his composed painterly image, while never needing 
to understand the parameter space nor to develop specialized painting skills. 
Because we wanted to focus more on the process itself rather than on NPR tools, 
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we decided to develop a simpler system as a prototype for painterly image 
generation that realizes the above concepts. To evaluate our strategy, we conducted 
a user study. The participants were very satisfied by our system, feeling that our 
system stimulated their creativity as they interactively created paintings. This was 
also supported by comparing automatically generated painterly images with user-





Figure 3. Our approach in this research. The computer inspires the user through 




In summary, this thesis offers the following contributions for generating a 
painterly image. 
 
Enhancing creativity:  
We propose a method that makes efficient suggestions with unpredictability and 
controllability in a suggestive interface, ordering NPR images perceptually. 
 
Integrating in a painting workflow:  
To satisfy the user's preference, we propose a painting workflow exploiting a 
suggestive interface. The user selects a base image and then interactively and 
iteratively improves on it by selecting regions and replacing them with suggested 
images. We also propose algorithms to realize the workflow. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
First, we review the related research areas in computer graphics and user 
interfaces in Chapter 2. We clarify the position of our approach. 
In Chapter 3, we describe our system overview, painterly rendering algorithm, 
and suggestion method that enhances the userʼs creativity.  
In Chapter 4, we evaluate our system. We conduct comprehensive user study 
using our system. As a result, we show potential of our system.  
Finally, we summarize our contributions and the findings from this thesis in 





2.1 Non-photorealistic Rendering 
2.1.1 Stroke-based Rendering 
A painterly image can be generated with a stroke-based approach. There are 
many methods to define stroke locations, their shapes and individual appearances, 
their layouts and overlays, etc. Hertzmann [29] and Vanderhaeghe and Collomosse 
[70] detail these methods in surveys. 
The pioneering work of Haeberli [24] proposes to generate a painterly image by 
a distribution of brush strokes (Figure 4). Each brush stroke has several parameters, 
such as a location, a direction, a size, a color, and a texture type, all derived 
according to Haeberli's work. Even as today, state-of-the-art painting systems, such 
as the one from Benedetti et al. [5], are based on this method. 
Our painterly image generation is based on Haeberli's method. However, to 
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control a painterly image, our system is also inspired by other contributions, such 
as for stroke locations and sizes [43], interpolating stroke directions [47], and color 




Figure 4. Creating a painting with distributed brushes proposed by Haeberli [24]. 
2.1.2 User-specified Painterly Rendering 
The best way to generate a painterly rendering satisfying the user is of course 
that he paints it himself. For example, some systems [17] [48] provide 
functionalities for creating rich painterly images. Unfortunately, they require to be 
familiar with a painterly system, as well as to be a talented artist. 
Some painterly systems are devoted to novice users. Lu et al. [50] propose a 
system that translates query strokes into expressive strokes using stroke data 
created by artists. In the system of Benedetti et al. [5], the user paints locations of 
changes with a brush tool, and the painting is generated interactively (Figure 5). A 
similar solution is to manually paint/edit intuitive maps [28] [54]. Abdrashitov et 
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al. [1] propose a system of creating mosaic art by simple user interaction. Schwarz 
et al. [62] propose an interactive non-photorealistic canvas, which allows the user 
to modify primitiveʼs color, location, and direction. Finally, another solution is to 
analyze the context of the input image in order to determine where to generate 
painting effects [73].  
In our system, the user needs only to identify regions that he would like to 
improve and to select his favorite suggested image, similar to the map edition 
approach. Therefore, even a novice user can easily create painterly images without 
any knowledge nor manipulation of complicated NPR parameters. Contrary to map 








Figure 5. Examples of a single user interaction with Benedetti et al.ʼs system [5].  
Left: Simple tools. Right: Smart tools. From top-to-bottom: Single, Fill, Structure, 
and Eraser. 
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2.2 User Interface 
2.2.1 Suggestive Interface 
The suggestive interface proposed by Marks et al. [51] (Figure 6) inspired us on 
how to present various results to the user. 
There are many applications of suggestive interfaces. Igarashi and Hughes [35] 
use a suggestive interface for 3D drawing. When the user gives a hint of geometric 
components to the system, the system infers possible operations from the hint and 
suggests results of the operations as thumbnails. Murugappan et al. [56] propose a 
method to drive beautification of freehand sketches using geometric constraints. 
The system interprets ambiguous freehand sketches and suggests beautified 
sketches to the user. In assembly-based 3D modeling, Chaudhuri et al. [11] define 
a probabilistic graphical model that encodes semantic and geometric relationships 
among shape components. The system suggests suitable components of the 
assembled 3D model using the probabilistic graphical model. 
Our goal is a system to enhance user creativity. Most of the above research 
contributions have different goals from ours. To enhance creativity, suggestions 
should include notions of unpredictability and controllability [13]. Their 
suggestion methods do not have unpredictability and controllability. On the other 
hand, our method does not suggest only results with high confidence of user's 
preference, but also results with some unpredictability and controllability. 
In 3D modeling, Xu et al. [72] propose a method to enhance creativity by using 
user's preference (controllability) and randomness (unpredictability) for 
suggestions (Figure 7). Their application domain and the layout of suggestions are 
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different than in our work. Our layout of suggested images is a key component of 
the effectiveness of our approach, with similar (nearby) images to the left of the 














Figure 7. A suggestive interface of Xu et al. [72] ʻs system. Their system suggests 
nine views at random. 
 
Figure 8. Our proposed suggestive interface. Our system suggests similar (nearby) 
images to the left of the scrolling display, and more and more different images 
further to the right. 
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2.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we reviewed and described related work for our research. We use 
stroke-based rendering approach for generating painterly image and we use the 
suggestive interface for the user interface.  
We describe the details for our painterly rendering algorithm and a suggesting 




Creativity Enhancement Using 
a Suggestive Interface 
3.1 System Overview 
Several NPR methods aim at producing an image that looks like a painting from 
a photo. However, creating a painting is much more often a creative task. 
Therefore, instead of offering sets of not-always-intuitive parameters to tweak in 
order to achieve automatic results, we propose a suggestive interface [51] to 
support and enhance user creativity. This chapter describes our system workflow 
and its suggestive interface. 
The workflow, summarized in Figure 9, follows the steps described below: 
Step 1: First, a user of our system selects an input photo. By using NPR methods 
described at Section 3.2.1, Our system generates many painterly images by varying 
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values for different parameter sets. We call these suggested images “draft images.” 
The user selects his favorite draft image suggested by the system, and unless he is 
already completely satisfied with this image, he continues with Step 2.  
Step 2: Then, the user iterates by modifying regions of the painterly image 
according to his preference. 
Step 2(a): The user interactively identifies one or more regions of the painterly 
image that he would like to improve on by painting over it with a brush tool. 
Step 2(b): The system analyzes the NPR parameter values within the identified 
regions and generates a number of images to replace these regions, using different 
parameter values. These generated images are called “suggested images.” The 
images are organized and displayed according to perceptual distances from the 
current painterly image in the region. The user selects his favorite image. 
Step 2(c): If the user finds other regions that he would want to improve on, he 
goes back to Step 2(a). Otherwise, the painterly image is considered to satisfy the 
user's preference. 
  









Figure 9. Overview of the workflow of our system. In Step 1, the user selects, from 
many images that the system suggests, one draft for the initial painterly image. 
Then, the user iterates (Step 2) to interactively improve the painterly image. In 
Step 2(a), the user paints on the canvas over the regions that he would like to 
improve. In Step 2(b), the system suggests immediately several images to substitute 
for this region, organized by perceptual distance from the current content of the 
region. The user selects his favorite image from the suggested set. In Step 2(c), if 
the user finds more regions that he would want to improve on, he goes back to Step 
2(a). Otherwise, the painterly image is considered satisfying the user's preference. 
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3.2 Implementation Details 
Now that we have a general idea of the functionality of our system, we can dive 
in the necessary details to make it work. Our NPR methods and their parameters 
are provided to better understand the parametric space within which our system 
works. We have introduced a few improvements, but they are not the main focus of 
our contributions. While our system is representative of current painterly systems, 
each of our methods could be replaced by other methods, sometimes more 
expressive or more sophisticated. If we change a method, we may need to modify 
some terms or add new terms to Equation (1), and reevaluate its impact on our 
perceptual metric (Section 3.2.4). This could require to run another user study to 
validate the new equation and weights on the suggested images. This evaluation 
process will be covered instead in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.5. 
3.2.1 Painterly Image Generation 
The generation of our painterly images is inspired by the method from Haeberli 
[24]. Even if it was presented more than 25 years ago, its basic concepts are still 
used in state-of-the-art painting systems, such as the one from Benedetti et al. [5]. 
A painterly image starts from a distribution of brush strokes over the original image. 
Each brush stroke has several parameters, such as a location, a direction a size, a 
color, and a texture type, all derived according to Haeberli's work [24]. 
We also introduced other improvements in our system. Our stroke locations and 
sizes are based on a scalable Poisson disk sampling method (SPDS) [43], which 
extends the hierarchical Poisson disk sampling method [53]. The SPDS method 
guarantees that the sample points are separated by a certain distance. By combining 
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with the edge information from the input photo, a coarse-to-fine painterly image 
can be generated. The method can also generate painterly images such as an image 
of colored paper mosaics, in which the overlap between colored papers can be 
controlled [69]. Methods of stroke directions are based on random values, a fixed 
value, or interpolated gradients inspired by Litwinowicz [47]. The color of a stroke 
uses a method of displacing (perturbing) the color value of the input image, as 
inspired by Zeng et al. [73]. 
Finally, our painterly image generation uses four fields (see Table 1) to control 
the values of these parameters. Figure 10 shows an example of such fields and a 
resulting painterly image. Here, we visualize each field as an image. An image is 
represented with the gray channel (8 bits with integer value in [0,255]) or RGB 
channels (8 bits for each of red, green, and blue, with integer value in [0,255]) per 
pixel. The distance field is normalized from a dynamic range of [0,20] to [0,255]. 
To visualize the direction field, we use line integral convolution [39]. To visualize 
the L*a*b* color displacement field, we transfer the values of L*, a*, and b* in R, 
G, and B channels and add 127 to all values because the L*a*b* color displacement 
field may contain negative values. To visualize the brush type field, we use different 
colors for different types of brush. The painterly image is generated by rasterizing 







Table 1. Detailed explanations of the various fields used by the painterly image 
generation. 
Field name Domain and 
symbols per pixel 
Description 
distance S ∈ ℕ  Determine the location and size of brush 
strokes. The system uses the scalable Poisson 
disk sampling (SPDS) method [43]. The 
maximum radius of SPDS is determined by the 
distance field obtained from the input image. 
The location of brush strokes corresponds to the 
disks arranged by the SPDS; the size is 




𝐷+(- 	 ∈ 	ℝ6 
Determine the direction of brush strokes. The 
direction field is stored as a 2D vector (Ddir) and 
a method for calculating a 2D vector (D) for 
each pixel. 𝐷'()*+, 𝐷-./+01, and 𝐷*2'  indicate 
that the directon is obtained from a fixed value, 
a random value, or an edge-tangent flow [39]. 
D is used in suggesting painterly images. 
L*a*b* color 
displacement 
L∗ ∈ ℝ,  
a∗ ∈ ℝ, 
b∗ ∈ ℝ 
Determine the colors of brush strokes. The 
color displacement (perturbation) is applied to 
the color from the input image. 
brush type T 	∈ 	ℤ Store indices of brush strokes used. 
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Figure 10. Overview of the painterly image generation. Each painterly image is 
generated using four fields, whose descriptions are summarized in Table 1.  
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3.2.2 Generation of Different Draft Images 
The draft image is the painterly image generated from the input photo; it is the 
base image from which we start the edition process. Our system generates four 
fields to control the painterly process. While it is important to start from the most 
satisfying painterly image possible, it is not necessary to be optimal, since our 
system will then let the user express his creativity by interactive editions. 
To create many distance fields, we first apply Gaussian filters of different 
variance values on the input image. These images are enhanced with an edge-
detection filter. Finally, each image goes through a distance transformation, 
resulting in different distance fields. Each field value in a pixel is simply clamped to 
the arbitrary valid range. Figure 11 shows results of applying Gaussian filters of 
different variance values. 
Different direction fields are generated by assigning a random or a fixed direction 
to each pixel, or by deriving a value from the edge-tangent flow (ETF) [39]. 
We have developed a number of brush stroke textures to produce different styles. 
Each one is associated to an index, and a brush stroke type field corresponds to a 
single index assigned to all pixels. 
Each L*a*b* color displacement field is initialized with the unique value assigned 
to all pixels. 
Several draft images are generated by combining different values for each of these 
four fields, and the results are displayed to the user for selection. Details of the 





Figure 11. Comparison of distance fields and painterly images by applying Gaussian 
filters of different variance values. We round up to 3 the lower pixel values of both 
distance fields, and we round down the larger pixel values to 20. We use the same 
method described in Figure 10 to visualize the distance fields. 
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3.2.3 Modification of SPDS Distribution 
A painterly image is generated by applying brush stroke textures according to the 
radii and locations of the disks from the scalable Poisson disk sampling (SPDS) 
distribution. When the distance field is altered by the system, it is necessary to re-
generate an SPDS distribution corresponding to the distance field. Therefore, disks 
in the region painted by the user are deleted and new disks are generated in the 
region. 
First, the system deletes the disks with centers within the region specified 
(painted over) by the user. Then, the system places disks within the same region 
using the SPDS method. 
3.2.4 Suggestion Strategy 
The goal of our system is to enhance user creativity by providing suggestions; 
these suggestions must include unpredictability to allow for exploration, and 
controllability [13] to allow for refinement. For instance, when the system suggests 
random images, unpredictability increases but controllability decreases. When the 
system suggests images with high confidence according to the user's preference, 
controllability increases but unpredictability decreases. To balance between these 
two competing strategies, we define a distance in painterly parameter space. We 
call this distance the perceptual distance hereinafter. A small distance indicates 
visually similar images issued from nearby values in the parameter space, while a 




Perceptual distance in painterly parameter space: 
Let a painterly parameter P be represented as a tuple P = (L*, a*, b*, S, D, T). 
The individual parameters are summarized in Table 1. The perceptual distance 
between 𝑃= and 𝑃6 is defined as  
 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃=	, 𝑃6	) = 𝜆D𝑑E0F0- + 𝜆=𝑑H(I* + 𝜆6𝑑+(- + 𝜆J𝑑2K?* , ( 1 ) 
where 
 𝑑E0F0- = L(𝐿=∗ − 𝐿6∗ )6 + (𝑎=∗ − 𝑎6∗)6 + (𝑏=∗ − 𝑏6∗)6, ( 2 ) 
 𝑑H(I* = 	 |𝑆= − 𝑆6|, ( 3 ) 
 𝑑+(- = 	 S
1	⋯ 	𝑖𝑓	𝐷= ≠ 	𝐷6
0	⋯ 	𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒	
, ( 4 ) 
 𝑑2K?* = 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑇=, 𝑇6). ( 5 ) 
The associated weights are 𝜆D, 𝜆=, 𝜆6, and 𝜆J. The function 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 returns an 
average of L*a*b* color-space difference between two textures indicated by the two 
indices. Note the two textures are textures before applying color conversion, namely, 
grayscale textures. Here, 𝜆D is a constant value (we set 𝜆D = 1.0) because it is 
already expressed in the perceptually (more) uniform L*a*b* color-space. 
 
Estimating the weights: 
To estimate parameters 𝜆=, 𝜆6, and 𝜆J, we solve the following minimization: 
 arg	min
gh,	gi,	gj
S∑ l𝜆D𝑑E0F0-,( + 𝜆=𝑑H(I*,( + 𝜆6𝑑+(-,( + 𝜆J𝑑2K?*,( − 𝜆m𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓(n
6o
(pD q 
  (6) 
subject to 𝜆= ≥ 0, 𝜆6 ≥ 0, 𝜆J ≥ 0 , and where 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓  is the average L*a*b* color-
space difference between two painterly images. 𝜆m is a constant value (we set 𝜆m =
1.0) for the same reason as for 𝜆D . 𝑁  is the number of training data. Each 
parameter value indexed by 𝑖 is a value obtained from each training datum. The 
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training data is obtained by a painterly image generated with a certain parameter 
(𝑃() and a painterly image generated by changing to 𝑃u from 𝑃(. First, we calculate 
the difference between these images (𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓). Next, since two parameters (𝑃(, 𝑃u) 




When the user paints over regions that he would like to improve, the system 
calculates the averages of the painterly parameters of the fields in this region. These 
averages are assigned to 𝑃D. We define a minimum distance 𝑑1(/ that is desired. 
We compute 𝑃=, 𝑃6, ..., 𝑃/ to satisfy  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃=) = 	𝑑1(/,  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃6) = 	𝑑1(/ + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣,  
... 
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃/) = 	𝑑1(/ + (𝑛 − 1)	× 	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣,  
where 𝑛 is the number of suggestions and 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 is the interval distance. Because 
it is difficult to obtain parameter values that match exactly the desired distance, we 
allow for an error 𝜀. We also make sure that the distance between all parameters is 
larger than 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 to make different the appearance of each suggestion. The user 
can set these parameters according to his preferences. For parameter sampling, the 
system repeatedly draws a parameter set at random until the sampled parameter set 
is at the target distance. The system rewrites the parameters (fields) of the regions 
painted by the user using each set of parameters, and generates a new set of 
painterly images. The system can suggest randomly selected (unpredictability) 
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painterly images with gradual visual changes (controllability). 
We observed that for large perceptual distances, it is not as important to sort 
accurately the generated suggestions, since they are perceptually quite different. 
However, since we have already had them in sorted order, we simply display them 
in the computed order. Table 2 and  
Table 3 show examples using the suggestion method. 
When the system rewrites the fields, it is necessary to handle the region 
boundaries. We use alpha blending. Figure 12 shows differences in boundary 
processing. We use alpha blending on boundaries to the distance and color transfer 















Table 2. An example of suggested images using our method when the user selects 
the girlʼs hair. The assigned values are 𝑛 = 3, 𝑑1(/ 	= 10, 𝜀 = 0.25, 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 10, 
𝜆= = 1.04, 𝜆6 = 8.64, 𝜆J = 0.04, and 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 = 10. A larger distance 𝑑 paint leads to 
a painterly image visually more different from the original image. 
Original Painterly Image (𝑃D) Painterly Image (𝑃=) 
  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃D) = 0.0 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃=) = 9.86 
 
Painterly Image (𝑃6) Painterly Image (𝑃J) 
  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃6) = 20.03 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃J) = 29.82 
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Table 3. An example of suggested images using our method when the user selects 
the girlʼs hair. The assigned values are 𝑛 = 3, 𝑑1(/ 	= 10, 𝜀 = 0.25, 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 10, 
𝜆= = 1.04, 𝜆6 = 8.64, 𝜆J = 0.04, and 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 = 20. A larger distance 𝑑 paint leads to 
a painterly image visually more different from the original image. 
Original Painterly Image (𝑃D) Painterly Image (𝑃=) 
  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃D) = 0.0 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃=) = 10.04 
 
Painterly Image (𝑃6) Painterly Image (𝑃J) 
  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃6) = 30.24 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃J) = 49.78 
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Figure 12. Comparison of differences in boundary processing. We use the same 





In this chapter, we described our system overview; then we described our 
painterly image generation algorithm. To control a painterly image, we use the 
several fields that contain the parameters such as a size, a direction, a brush type, 
and a color. We defined the perceptual distance in the painterly parameter space. 
We proposed the suggestion method for enhancing the userʼs creativity using the 
perceptual distance. 





Evaluation of Proposed Method 
4.1 Preliminary 
System configuration: 
The system is coded in C++ with OpenCV for image processing, OpenGL for 
rendering, and Cocoa for GUI construction. We used a MacBook Pro with a 2.3-
GHz Intel Core i7 chip with 16 GB memories and an NVIDIA GeForce GT 750M. 
 
User interface: 
Figure 13 shows our user interface. The system suggests eight images. In order 
to efficiently display even more suggested images, we use a deck-of-cards analogy 
interface in the suggestive view (Figure 14). If no image is satisfying, the user can 
regenerate a new set of images in the suggestive view any number of times, since 





Figure 13. The user interface for our system. The user modifies the painterly image 
of the main view. The system displays eight painterly images via the suggestive view. 
In order to efficiently display the suggested images, we use a deck-of-cards analogy 
interface in the suggestive view. A new set of suggested images can be recomputed 






Figure 14. An example of a deck-of-cards analogy interface. For example, if the 
mouse position moves to the left of the suggestive view, painterly images with a 
smaller perceptual distance to the painterly parameter space are displayed (top). If 
the mouse position moves to the right, painterly images with a larger perceptual 






Generating draft images: 
To generate the draft images, we prepare a number of individual and combined 
fields. 
We prepare six distance fields. First, we apply to the input image two different 
types of Gaussian filters with variance set to 1.0 and 4.0. A Canny edge-detection 
filter [10] is applied to the two Gaussian-filtered images. A distance transformation 
[18] of the results from the edge detection provides two distance maps. We round 
up to 3 the lower pixel values of both distance fields, and we round down the larger 
pixel values to 20, 15, and 5. Six distance fields are thus generated. 
We prepare three direction fields affecting each pixel: one with a random 
direction, one with a fixed direction, and one by deriving a value from ETF [39]. 
We have three brush stroke textures, displayed in Figure 15, to produce different 
styles. We prepare three brush stroke texture fields for each brush stroke texture 
index assigned to all pixels. 
We prepare three color fields that are assigned −10, 0, or 10 to all pixels, where 
−10 gives colder colors, and 10 warmer colors. 
By combining all the above fields, we generate 162 (6	 × 	3	 × 	3	 × 	3) draft 
images. More images could be easily generated if necessary, but this was considered 
satisfying for the photos that we worked on. Figure 16 ~ Figure 19 show examples 














Figure 15. Three brush stroke textures (top). To convert to a brush stroke raster 
texture with a target color appearance, the system applies grain merge synthesis 
[27] to the brush stroke texture using the target color (bottom). Here, we set the 
















Figure 17. Examples of draft images. We randomly picked up 6 images out of 162 




Figure 18. Examples of draft images. We randomly picked up 6 images out of 162 




Figure 19. Examples of draft images. We randomly picked up 6 images out of 162 




The system operates in real time for all its tasks, except for the generation of the 
initial draft images of the painterly images. The latter takes about 2 to 3 seconds, 
considering initial setup of fields, including SPDS and ETF, and the generation of 
15 (6 + 	3 + 	3 + 	3)  full-size fields. Once the system has calculated the fields, 
painterly (draft) images based on these combinations (162 styles) can be generated 
in real time. 
 
Estimating the weight parameters: 
To solve Equation 6, we use a non-negative least squares solver (scipy [38], 
sp.optimize.nnls). From 40 training data (𝑁 = 40), we estimated parameters 𝜆( as 
𝜆= = 1.04 , 𝜆6 = 8.64 , and 𝜆J = 0.04 . This optimization process is done as 
preprocessing and its computation time takes less than 1 msec. 
 
Setting parameters for the suggestion method: 
For the suggestion method, we used the following values: 𝑛 = 8 , 𝑑1(/ = 5 , 
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 = 5, 𝜀 = 0.25, and 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 10. We could modify these parameter values to 
get more suggestion images, or to distribute more suggestion images at closer 
distances, or at further distances. This would be easily added to a regular interface, 






4.2 Distance Accuracy for the Painterly Parameter Space 
We evaluated whether our distance metric for the painterly parameter space 
corresponds to a perceptual distance. The experiment was run on 21 persons.  
First, we prepared a painterly image generated by the parameter set 𝑃0 . We 
randomly picked a value 𝑃.  subject to 10 − 	𝜀	 ≤ 	𝑑?.(/2(𝑃0, 𝑃.) ≤ 10 + 	𝜀  and 
generated a painterly image using 𝑃..  
We did the same for 𝑃  subject to 10 + 𝑑	 − 	𝜀	 ≤ 	𝑑?.(/2(𝑃0, 𝑃.) ≤ 10 + 𝑑 + 	𝜀 
and 𝑑	 − 	𝜀	 ≤ 	𝑑?.(/2(𝑃., 𝑃) ≤ 𝑑 + 	𝜀, and generated another painterly image using 
𝑃.  
We then asked our participants which painterly image (𝑃. or 𝑃) is more similar 
to the painterly image generated from 𝑃0. If many participants select the correct 
image, the distance of the painterly parameter space should correspond to a 
perceptual distance.  
We used 𝜀 = 0.25 . Let 𝑑  be the difference of distances in the painterly 
parameter space. We created test cases by increasing the value of 𝑑 from 2 to 20, 
by steps of 2. We conducted a total of 10 tests, with different input images for each 
test. All images for 𝑃. and 𝑃 were generated with different parameter values. 
Figure 20 shows the results of our experiment, which attests the accuracy of our 




Figure 20. Accuracy of the distance metric for our painterly parameter space. More 
than 80% of the participants selected the correct answers, except when 𝑑 = 2. 
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4.3 Generated Painterly Images 
4.3.1 Basic Experiment of Diversity in Generated Painterly Images 
We conducted another basic experiment to look at the process of generating 
painterly images with our system. The experiment involved 10 users (including one 
expert in digital painting). We used three types of images (see Figure 21).  
First, we explained our system usage and its concepts to the participants within 
five minutes. The participants then created a painterly image using the girl. 
Afterward, the participants created a painterly image using either the table or the 
temple.  
All results were produced in five to ten minutes; some of these examples are 
shown in Figure 22. They illustrate that our system can produce diversity in 
painterly images from different images.  
Figure 23 shows more examples of diversity from different participants working 






Figure 21. The input images that we used. These images have 720 × 720, 1,024 
× 682, and 1,024 × 682 pixels from top to bottom. They come from Pixabay 











Figure 23. Some diversity of results obtained by different participants for the same 








4.3.2 Questions to Users on Basic Experiment 
We concluded the experiment with some questions to the participants. Table 4 
shows the questions and their scores. The scores (Questions 1 and 2) support that 
our system can enhance user creativity and can generate painterly images that 
satisfy the user's preference. Questions 3 and 4 were also highly rated by most 
participants. Their scores show that everyone could easily and enjoyably generate 
painterly images using our system. 
 
 
Table 4. Questions asked to the participants, and the scores and standard deviation 
of their answers (each score was an integer value between 1 and 10). 
Question Avg. score (std) 
1. The system enhanced my creativity. 8.8 (±1.0) 
2. I am satisfied with my painterly images. 8.8 (±0.8) 
3. The system was easy to use. 9.6 (±0.6) 






4.3.3 Feedback from Users 
We received valuable feedback from the users. 
One of the novice users commented: 
“For beginners like me, the suggestive interface is useful because I do not know 
how to change the selected region for a better one.” 
The same user also commented: 
“However, as I finished, I would have liked to tweak parameters using sliders.” 
The expert user commented: 
“When I draw a painting, I have a mental image of what I would like to change in 
the selected region (e.g., the girl's hair) in this manner. Therefore I was dissatisfied 
when the suggestions did not include such an image. However, in the case that I 
have regions (e.g., plants from the temple) that I would like to improve but I do not 
have a good idea how, the suggestions are helpful as they gave me good 
inspirations.” 
The same expert user also commented: 
“Finally, I would like to finish the painting with parameter tweaking using 
sliders.” 
These comments would support combining interfaces in a further improved 
painterly system. 
We have confirmed with the above user study that our system can improve 





4.3.4 Validation of Creativity 
We conducted another experiment to validate whether the work done with our 
system is creative for different viewers. It consists in displaying two painterly 
images (random side) of the same scene (random order) to participants and asking 
“which work is more creative?” (a 2AFC test). One painterly image comes from an 
image selected by a user as his favorite image from the draft images initially 
presented by our system (the draft image). The other painterly image results from 
all user interactions applied to the draft image. We used painterly images obtained 
from the previous user study. The main idea is that if many more people select 
painterly images created by all user interactions, it supports that our system 
provides creativity not only for the users of our system, but also that creativity in its 
painterly images is recognized by external viewers.  
We used nine painterly images (3	 × 	3, three painterly images per input scene) 
out of the results of the previous user study. The experiment involved 22 
participants (including three experts in digital painting).  
More than half of the participants, in eight cases out of nine, answered that 
painterly images from all user interactions are the more creative results. All results 
of the experiment are shown in Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26. In the painterly 
images from beginners as well as from the expert (top of Figure 24 and Figure 26), 
the participants answered that the results of all user interactions are the more 
creative. Figure 26 (under right) shows the only failure result of the 2AFC test out 
of the nine cases. Of course, one has to consider that creativity is still subjective, 




Figure 24. Comparison between a draft image (first favorite image from the user) 
and a final result (result of all user interaction) in the girl. The number of each 
painterly image indicates the number of participants who selected more creative 





Figure 25. Comparison between a draft image (first favorite image from the user) 
and a final result (result of all user interaction) in the table. The number of each 






Figure 26. Comparison between a draft image (first favorite image from the user) 
and a final result (result of all user interaction) in the temple. The number of each 
painterly image indicates the number of participants who selected more creative 
result. The top is a result of the expert in digital painting. 
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4.3.5 Future Work 
While we wanted in our user study to compare our suggestive interface to a more 
conventional slider-based interface, it was considered too difficult to evaluate with 
respect to user creativity (the focus of our contribution), which is unclear with a 
slider-based interface. It is not obvious either how such comparison would evolve, 
for each type of interface, with different NPR methods, their number of parameters, 
and their nonlinear impact on the perceived metric. We believe that our suggestive 
interface is general enough to sample all the dimensions, but it remains to be 
evaluated if the number of suggestion images to display would cover a wide-enough 
range of effects to be effective. This is left for future work. 
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4.4 Analysis of User-modified Fields 
Our painterly image consists of four fields described in Section 3.2.1. We 
analyzed the fields edited by the users for the girl painterly images obtained from 
the user study of Section 4.3. Figure 27 ~ Figure 32 show results of our analysis. 
From the size and color transfer average fields, we can see that the average is 
different in each region, and from their variance fields, where the users edited 
differently in brighter regions. The direction and brush index histogram fields 
illustrate how the users conducted different edits in each region. These results show 
that certain general common preferences exist, as well as quite different preferences 
are applied, depending on the regions. This tends to indicate that users' edition 
methods can be categorized in two types: specific region selection and arbitrary 
region selection. For future system design, it may be useful to change the suggestion 
method according to either type of region. It is also important to provide a smart 













A size average field 
 
A size variance field 
Figure 27. A size average field (top) and variance field (bottom) represent an 
average field and a variance field obtained from the distance fields of all users. We 
normalized the dynamic range of the size average fields for visualization. 
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Figure 28. A direction histogram field stores the frequency of the direction types 
(𝐷'()*+, 𝐷-./+01, and  𝐷*2'	respectively), obtained from the direction fields of all 
users in each color component.  
 
 
Figure 29. A brush index histogram field stores the frequency of the brush index 
obtained from the brush index fields of all users in each color component.  
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A color (L*) transfer average field 
 
A color (L*) transfer variance field 
Figure 30. A color (L*) transfer average field (top) and variance field (bottom) 
represent average and variance field obtained from the color transfer fields of all 




A color (a*) transfer average field 
 
A color (a*) transfer variance field 
Figure 31. A color (a*) transfer average field (top) and variance field (bottom) 
represent average and variance field obtained from the color transfer fields of all 




A color (b*) transfer average field 
 
A color (b*) transfer variance field 
Figure 32. A color (b*) transfer average field (top) and variance field (bottom) 
represent average and variance field obtained from the color transfer fields of all 
users. We normalized the dynamic range of the color transfer average fields for 
visualization. 
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4.5 Other Painting Styles 
Our system can be easily extended to other painterly styles. We tested a simple 
extension next. 
 
Colored paper mosaics: 
By switching to other brush stroke textures, our system can generate different 
painterly styles. For example, by using a paper-like texture (Figure 33) instead of a 
brush stroke texture, our system can generate colored paper mosaics. To produce 
the results of Figure 34, we recomputed the weights of the distance of the painterly 
parameter space. Differences in perceptual appearance due to different distance 
values are shown in Table 5. Examples of draft images in colored paper mosaics 
appear in Figure 35 ~ Figure 38. 
 
 
Figure 33. A paper texture (leftmost). The system replaces the portion in black in 
the paper texture with a target color (middle left). We set the target color to lime 
green, RGB = (50, 205, 50). The system expresses the roughness of a paper by 











Table 5. Differences in appearance due to the distance in colored paper mosaics 
when the user selects the girlʼs hair. The assigned values are 𝑛 = 3, 𝑑1(/ = 10, 
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣  = 10, 𝜀  = 0.25, 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠  = 10, 𝜆=  = 0.66, 𝜆6  = 0.85, and 𝜆J  = 0. We 
calculated the weights from 40 training data (𝑁 = 40). Note 𝜆J= 0 because our 
system uses only one type of paper texture. A larger distance 𝑑 paint leads to a 
painterly image visually more different from the original image. 
Original Painterly Image (𝑃D) Painterly Image (𝑃=) 
  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃D) = 0.0 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃=) = 10.05 
 
Painterly Image (𝑃6) Painterly Image (𝑃J) 
  
𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃6) = 19.01 𝑑?.(/2(𝑃D, 𝑃J) = 30.03 
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Figure 35. Examples of draft images in colored paper mosaics. We randomly picked 
up 6 images out of 54 draft images. We generated the draft images with the same 
method as described in Section 4.1. Since the system used only one type of paper 




Figure 36. Examples of draft images in colored paper mosaics. We randomly picked 
up 6 images out of 54 draft images (excluding the draft images in Figure 35). We 
generated the draft images with the same method as described in Section 4.1. Since 




Figure 37. Examples of draft images in colored paper mosaics. We randomly picked 
up 6 images out of 54 draft images (excluding the draft images in Figure 35 and 
Figure 36). We generated the draft images with the same method as described in 
Section 4.1. Since the system used only one type of paper texture, the number of 
draft images is 54. 
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Figure 38. Examples of draft images in colored paper mosaics. We randomly picked 
up 6 images out of 54 draft images (excluding the draft images in Figure 35, Figure 
36, and Figure 37). We generated the draft images with the same method as 
described in Section 4.1. Since the system used only one type of paper texture, the 
number of draft images is 54. 
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4.6 Discussions and Limitations 
We approached the difficult problem of enhancing user creativity by suggesting 
different painterly images in a step-by-step modification of interactively selected 
regions, using a single distance in the painterly parameter space. A single distance 
metric is not always the best way for all tasks and all users. By using multiple 
distances, various suggestion methods are conceivable. For example, to increase 
controllability, the user could set a specific range of visual changes, and the system 
would suggest painterly images within the range. It could be implemented with a 
creative slider, as proposed by Benjamin et al. [6]. If the user would like to slightly 
affect the appearance of the painterly image, the system may suggest too many 
painterly images with minimal changes. As an idea of a new functionality in our 
system, if the user is not satisfied with certain suggested images, the system could 
avoid displaying similar images in follow-up suggestions. This functionality should 
speed up exploration. 
The user can freely set the parameter values used for suggesting painterly images 
according to his preference. However, there are good rules of thumb in setting these 
parameters. If 𝑛  is too large, the number of suggestions increases, but it may 
become complicated for the user to search through too many suggestions. If 𝑛 is 
too small, suggestions expected by the user may not be displayed; while 
regenerating more suggestions is immediate and easy, the process could also feel 
like not converging as nicely to desired suggestions. For example, Xu et al. [72] 
used nine suggestions, and like them, we experimented rather successfully with 
eight suggestions. The smaller 𝜀  is, the more accurately the system can draw 
parameter values. It is not recommended to set a large value for 𝑑1(/ (e.g., 𝑑1(/ =
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15) because the system would not be able to suggest a painterly image similar to a 
slightly modified original image. A larger 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 implies more different suggestions 
in appearance. However, there are cases where the desired parameter value does 
not exist in the painterly parameter space. If 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 is small (e.g., 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑣 = 1), the 
appearance of each suggestion is too similar. 
The sampling method for suggestions is based on random sampling. Our solution 
is simple, general, efficient, and provides images in real time. With a more learning-
based approach, the sampling would become much more crucial, and a sampling by 
perturbation might then be preferable. However, this is targeted more for future 
work. 
We showed that the suggestive interface is useful for generating a painterly image 
through a simple user study. As commented by novice and expert users, our system 
is good to first create a painting using the suggestive interface, but it could be 
improved by allowing some tweaking of the parameters with sliders for the final 
details of the painting. For an expert user, it could be frustrating to search through 
many suggestion images that differ from what he has in mind. According to studies 
[40], such dissatisfaction would reduce creativity. It would be possible to enhance 
creativity and limit frustration by allowing both a suggestive interface and a more 
common interface based on sliders, and let the user switch between them according 
to his tasks. We confirmed that the work created by our system is more creative for 
viewers through the 2AFC test. More than half of the participants in 8 cases out of 
9 cases answered that the works created by all user interactions are more creative. 
In Section 4.5 we showed the example of different painting styles. As in the case 
of colored paper mosaics, we can generate various painting styles by changing the 
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(brush) textures used. We might be able to generate colored stippling because the 
stroke placement method is based on the SPDS, which guarantees that the sample 
points (stippled points) are separated by a certain distance. By adding a new field 
to control the painting, we can express different painting styles. For instance, we 
might be able to generate pointillism by adding a field that has a probability of 
complementary color to each pixel.  
By comparing the weight of the direction field between painterly rendering and 
colored paper mosaic, it can be confirmed that some structure is reflected in the 
perceptual distance. In a painterly rendering, because the stroke texture is a brush 
(rectangle), the perceptual distance given by the direction is large (𝜆6 = 8.64). In 
case of colored paper mosaics, because the stroke texture is a paper (square), the 
perceptual distance given by the direction is small (𝜆6 = 0.85). 
We developed our system based on Cohen-Or and Zhang's work [13]  that 
argues on enhancing user creativity by providing suggestions that have 
unpredictability and controllability. There is much work about creativity in the 
research domain of human-computer interaction. For instance, Kim et al. [42] and 
Resnick et al. [59] discuss on designing creativity support tool. Candy [9] and 
Cherry and Latulipe [12] also propose methods for evaluating creativity. These 
findings, as well as related others, would be useful for improving our system. 
Our system has some limitations. First, all the suggested images consume much 
memory. The generated images are based on fields for a number of parameters, and 
therefore, such fields are required for the associated suggested images. While 
nothing prevents it, it supports right now only short brush strokes, while long 
(curved) strokes can result in painterly images with a richer diversity. We validated 
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the accuracy of our perceptual distance. However, in the case of large distance 
values, a change in colors is more sensitive than a change in other parameters, so 
accuracy is lost (it depends on the sense of the individual). In this thesis, we used a 
simple weight model, but a more complex model could improve the accuracy of 
perceptual distance. We may calculate more accurate perceptual distance based on 






In this thesis, we have developed a prototype system for generating painterly 
images using a suggestive interface. To enhance user creativity, we have defined a 
perceptual distance in painterly parameter space and have used this criterion to 
organize efficient and effective suggestions of painterly images, allowing for 
unpredictability and controllability. Instead of modifying the entire image, we let 
the user select the region where he would like to improve, and then he can search 
through an ordered set of suggested images for this region.  
The results of our experiments have shown that the system can generate a variety 
of painterly images that satisfy a user's preference. The participants in the 
experiments have responded that our system had stimulated their creativity while 
they worked on their paintings. Viewers have considered the images interactively 
modified by users of our system more creative than images automatically suggested 
by our NPR method. 
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5.2 Future Directions 
We can improve our system in several directions. 
 
User interface: 
We can improve our user interface. Undo/Redo functions would benefit from an 
entire edition history, including hierarchical edition. The user selection could be 
faster and more accurate with a magic-wand approach [1] and other intelligent 
tools [55] [60]. Similar regions could also be automatically detected. The user can 
concentrate on creating a painting.  
 
Applying a video: 
In painterly rendering, there are several work for applying a video [27] [31]  
[46] [49]. Applying the suggestive interface to the video sequence is a challenge 
task but the user might be able to create a creative result. 
 
Rich suggestions: 
Our approach for user creativity enhancement proceeds by suggesting different 
painterly images in a step-by-step interactive selection of regions, and then using 
the distance of the painterly parameter space to generate the suggested images.  
We have shown by a user study that our method is effective. 
However, this is not the best solution for all users. Defining a perceptual distance 
is an effective solution because there are many possibilities of various suggestion 
methods. We would like to implement various suggestion methods and compare 
which method is more effective for user creativity enhancement. 
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Learning the userʼs preferences: 
In the investigation of different painting styles, we could “learn” the choices 
made by the user as he is selecting from the suggested images, and within his 
current painting, we could reorder the follow-up suggested images according to his 
recent choices. 
 
Adopting other area: 
The strategy of suggested images could also be used in different contexts, such 
as text translation or completion. We could benefit from cross-fertilization research 
fields, as well as progress in machine learning. 
 
Creating a painting with crowds: 
Our suggestion method dose not reflects the userʼs preference. It is an effective 
approach to suggest images that reflect the user's preferences obtained from 
crowdsourcing [32] [33]. 
Deep learning [22] is applied in various fields such as a super resolution [41], a 
speech recognition [25], and an image generation [23] [58]. A style transfer is an 
approach for generating painterly image [30]. Deep learning is also applied in the 
style transfer field. Gatys et al. [19] first propose a deep style transfer. Jing et al. 
[37] conduct a comprehensive survey in this area. Semmo et al. [64] predict that 
deep style transfer may represent a paradigm shift for image-based artistic 
rendering.  
Figure 39 shows examples of a deep style transfer. If the user creates a painting 
with a deep style transfer, we can consider a design scenario; the user applies 
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different styles to the two segmented regions (Figure 40). However, it is difficult 
for the user to get a satisfied image in many styles transferred images (Figure 41). 
To assist this creating process is an important thing. One solution is to use 
crowdsourcing. This is a new approach for creating a painting (Figure 42).   
 
 
Figure 39. Examples of a deep style transfer. The user prepares a style image and 




Figure 40. An example of applying different style images to a foreground and 
background.  
 
Figure 41. Four results of applying different style images to a foreground and 
background. It is difficult to get an image that the user satisfies in many images. 
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Figure 42.  An example of future direction in our research. A computer helps the 
user to create a painting using some painting results created by crowds. Illustrations 
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Scalable Poisson Disk Sampling 
A.1 Introduction 
We use the scalable Poisson disk sampling (SPDS) method for our painterly 
rendering algorithm in this thesis. In this Appendix, we describe the detail of the 
method. 
Poisson disk sampling (PDS) was first introduced to solve aliasing problems [15] 
in computer graphics. However, PDS is nowadays widely used for various 
applications such as primitive distribution for illustration [63] and dotted stippling 
[4] [44]. Lagae and Dutré [45] compared various methods for generating Poisson 
disk distributions. 
One of the most popular algorithms to generate Poisson disk distribution is a 
darts throwing algorithm proposed by Cook [14]. McCool et al. [53] improved the 
darts throwing algorithm using hierarchical approach, which we call hierarchical 
Poisson disk sampling (HPDS). SPDS [66] [69] method is an extended method of 
91 
HPDS. SPDS method is characterized by placing disks that have different radii. We 
discuss about it in next Section. 
A.2 SPDS Method 
SPDS method [66] [69] is an extended method of HPDS [53]. HPDS method 
places disks randomly but uniformly, where the radii of all the disks are the same. 
SPDS method first places large disks, then places disks gradually reducing their 
radii. Once disks are placed, their positions and radii are not altered. We explain 
the algorithm for SPDS method below. 
A disk, radius 𝑟 = 	 𝑟1.) , is sampled at random on the canvas. A set of disks 
already sampled is defined as {𝑆}, and next sampling point is defined as 𝑆u. The 
radii of the arbitrary point 𝑆( 	 ∈ 	 {𝑆} that already sampled and the point 𝑆u are 
defined as 𝑟(, 𝑟u, accordingly. Further, the distance between 𝑆( and 𝑆u is defined 
as 𝑑(u. Meanwhile, if a case is 𝑑(u 	≤ 	𝛼(𝑟( 	+ 𝑟u	), it is possible to place the point 𝑆u, 
and if the case is 𝑑(u > 	𝛼(𝑟( 	+ 𝑟u	), it is impossible to place the point 𝑆u.  
However, with above conditions, in case the value of a coefficient α is low, a 
small disk is completely comprehended by a larger disk. No small disk is needed in 
large disk. And it may detract visual effect. To avoid this artifact, we added another 
criterion. If the case is 𝑑(u < 𝑟(, no disk is placed. If this procedure continues to fail 
many times (this limitation number is called 𝑛), which means that very few spaces 
are left. Then, the radius 𝑟 of disks is reduced by Δ𝑟 pixels (including already 




SPDS method varies the radii, but the radii of already placed disks are not altered. 
Figure A1 shows the difference between HPDS and SPDS methods. 
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